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Author's response to reviews:

21.1.2009
Bio Med Central Editor
BMC Infectious Diseases

Re: MS 8846492292163447
Dear Editor,

We have carefully read the comments raised by the reviewer and the editor of our manuscript (MS: 8846492292163447) entitled "Using high titer West Nile Intravenous immunoglobulin from selected Israeli donors for treatment of West Nile virus infection."

We thank the reviewer and the editor for their constructive comments.

Following the editor's comment:
The correct version is:

Competing interests
All authors declare that they have no competing interests.

Response to the specific point raised by the reviewer: Thomas Kreil
We accept the reviewer's comment about the sentence on page 13 lines 15-17.
The relevant lines were omitted from the Discussion.

Sincerely

Dr. David Ben Nathan
Corresponding author